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Namaste: I am so happy with this issue of Time & Space. An idea
came to us to contact many kirtan wallah, kirtan walli, and kirtan musician friends with three questions.
1. What is your feeling about the traditional kirtan style versus the
more westernized style using Western instruments and harmonies? Are
you a traditionalist or a transformationalist, and why? Where do you
see the place for tradition in American kirtan?
2. How do you personally use kirtan: is it part of your daily practice? What type of sadhana
do you recommend for folks who want to utilize kirtan in that way? Do you focus on the
"sadhana" aspect of kirtan or the "this is great fun, and people are loving it" aspect?
3. Can you share some of your experiences leading or chorusing kirtan? What is your ideal
"gig"? What are your transcendent moments of kirtan like?
The responses are great, each of the 20 or so responders is eloquent, unique, and powerful.
It is great reading and great to know that kirtan, as a practice to develop concentration
enough to obtain the information in the space between our thoughts, is being spread across
the “heartland of the Kali Yuga”, the USA.
I am also wondering if other kirtan wallahs who might be reading this would like to answer
these questions. If so, please send me your answers with a picture and bio, and, I think, in
each future issue of T&S I will include a few new Western kirtan leaders’answers.
Please also check out Satya Moses’new poem (he’s 9 years old), The Catfish, and Dana
Uriel’s Radha-like devotional poems, as well as some other very beautiful poetry , lots of
interesting classifieds, what’s new Inside Durga’s Kitchen (a
great Ayurvedic dessert), and the usual gossip. I hope you enjoy
this issue. Please let me know if anyone is interested in seeing
this in print or on CD with top-quality graphics and photos.
I’m also requesting feedback in two ways, If you like what
you see, please pass it on to your mailing list so all can enjoy
it. If you have comments or suggestions, please write me;
sometimes it feels like no one sees this, so let me know what
you think — good or bad.
Love
Shubal
Jnaneshwar (13th Century Maharashtra saint) “Jnaneshwar (and Namadeva) initiated these holy
kirtans. To imagine what this must have sounded like with a score of realized souls singing God's
names at the top of their voices, must have indeed caused one's hair to stand on end. Kirtan soon
crossed the boundaries of Maharashtra and flooded the whole country where the memory of Saint
Jnaneshwar will be lovingly remembered for having created so simple and sweet a mode of self
purification and worship: the Namasamkirtana!” — The Saints of Maharashtra Bharatiya Vidya
Bhavan
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Damaru
Damaru , Scott Molampy, is a virtuoso percussionist who plays with Bhagavan Das, Ma Chetan Jyoti, and many others around the east coast.
He can be reached at gepstudios@aol.com

1) Traditional Kirtan has always been close to my heart. This vast musical tradition is a large part of my sadhana, and it inspires and
informs other musical explorations that I have as well. Murali Krishna, the CD by Sri Rama Publishing, was my first exposure to this
magnificent sound in the mid-nineties. Although westernized, these traditional melodies attracted me. After I met Swami Ma Chetan
Jyoti and began to accompany her on drums, her traditional bhakti-kirtan style was very evident to me. I am a traditionalist in the sense
that I deeply respect the spiritual and cultural traditions of this sacred music, and feel that I must be respectful and appropriate within
those boundaries. But when we are in the bliss of ecstatic kirtan, singing all the glorious names of our Cosmic Parents, all boundaries
are dissolved anyway. My kirtan style grows from a sincere devotion to these Names, knowing them to be a bridge to the light of The
Self within. The reason for chanting The Names is so we remember our true identity as the very essence of this divine light and love.
2) When I find myself weeping in ecstasy on the carpet of my home temple, singing to Shiva-Shakti, Krishna, Jesus, Allah… I realize
this is the moment I wish to be in. Music is my path to the divine within. Chanting The Names of our Cosmic Parents, with total devotion, is one of the highest forms of prayer. This is also one of the best things we can do collectively for the common good of all life on
the planet. In kirtan, we sing all these names and attributes of the Divine Mother and Father within us, sometimes for several hours.
This is such an intensely blissful practice, having the power to transport one to a very high, peaceful plane of awareness. The beauty of
this practice is in the act of extending this peace to others.
3) I get lost… and found… in the sweetness of deep, devotional singing, especially when I play with an artist like Bhagavan Das. His
devotion is so intense, you can feel it in the music. Real music has emotion in it! Musicians can lose themselves -or find themselves, depending on how one chooses to look at it. When I connect with another musician in this way, it’s almost telepathic, we look deeply into
each others souls and know exactly what to do. I can sense the direction of where a piece is going. The creative process is so fascinating.
Music is a very high pathway to God. Sharing in the bliss of chanting the vibrations of The Names is one of the most powerful experiences that we can have with another human being. The greatest experience of bhava was with Shree Maa and Swami Satyananda Saraswati. The room was full of devotees and newcomers, me included, chanting the Chandi. We all became One. Jai Maa! Even while singing, if one is very still, and inwardly centered, these vibrations can be felt— effortlessly! It is said that these lovely sounds purify and
harmonize the physical and subtle bodies. This experience delivers me to a very high state of awareness and guidance, aligned them with
the more natural vibrations within. Music is very, very healing. I most humbly believe that I am living proof of this! Being a performer
and a multi-media artist, "setting the stage" also plays a great role in the vibration of a spiritual event. I always go through great lengths
to light candles, incense, sound checks, intimate positioning of participants, etc., because these details are so important. My ideal gig is
when all the musicians and singers are fused into one harmonic, loving vibration. When there is ‘only’ one voice shared among us, and
no one voice stands out among others. It becomes an experience of many voices becoming one, together, rejoicing in the sweetness of
The Names.
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Parvati Saraswati
Parvati Saraswati has been a disciple and close companion to Shree Maa for many years. Her very deep and powerful practice manifests musically as a
wonderful kirtan walli, leading in the Northern California area. She can be reached at www.shreemaa.org.

1. Personally I enjoy both styles of kirtan. At the Devi Mandir we participate in both styles. You can hear Shree Maa
sing a classical raga with her tamboura or a classical raga with westernized instruments and harmonies, like on the Ramprasad CD. Both styles are extremely beautiful to listen to. http://www.shreemaa.org/audio.html
I don't consider myself either one (i.e. a traditionalist or a transformationalist). I consider myself as an instrument of the
Divine Mother. I just try to open my heart and sing to Her in whatever style She desires. By following the same tradition
as our predecessors, we are entitled to the same fruit or realization that they had.
2) Puja is my daily practice and kirtan is a part of every puja. Every puja is a synthesis of various disciplines like,
pranayama, asan, chanting, silent meditation, and kriya yoga, all designed to take one beyond the mind. Kirtan is a way to
share the joy of worship with the community and you “got to give it away to make it grow!.”
Each person will worship in the tradition of their gurus. Here, kirtan is part of our daily puja. If someone was interested
in this type of sadhana I would recommend learning Swami Satyananda’s Shiva Puja or Durga Puja and listening to the
CD that helps with the pronunciation of the mantras in the text. Shree Maa says that singing is one of the best ways to
open the heart. One way to begin singing as a part of your sadhana is to listen to some of your favorite songs and then
sing along. Listen to whatever moves you and sing whenever you can. Try to sing with an instrument. Experiment alone
or with friends. Personally I was very inspired by listening to Shree Maa sing and chant with her tamboura.

ShreeMaa
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Even though I do not have any formal training in this area I purchased a tamboura and began to experiment with different
stotrams and mantras from various puja books. The vibrations of the tamboura and the vibrations of the Sanskrit mantras
have helped me to develop deeper states of meditation. I always try to remember that God is my greatest audience.
My experience has been varied, but all has been inspired and learned through the grace of my gurus. In fact my life changed
while participating in one of Swamiji's full recitations of the Ramayana which took 24 hours to complete.

The Ramayana tells the story of how Rama (the soul) had his pure nature (Sita) stolen away from him by the selfishness of
the ego (Ravana). Pure Devotion (Hanuman) in the form of a flying monkey jumps across the sea to Lanka — the kingdom of the Ego, to rescue pure nature (Sita.) I never knew one could sing to God with such love and joy. I was so moved
that I wanted to do the same. From then on I have learned to love God and share that joy through kirtan whether it is at a
local yoga center, someone’s home, or the home of the Divine Mother.
3) At the Devi Mandir we focus on both the sadhana aspect of kirtan and the "this is the great fun, and people are loving
it" aspect. Sometimes we chant from scriptures or mantras as a group for a specific purpose like world peace. Or we sing
songs to the Divine Mother during Navaratri as a spiritual practice as well as with the attitude that "this is great fun and we
love it."
My ideal gig is when the Divine Mother makes her presence felt within the hearts of all of the participants.
One transcendent moment is when during a song the Bhava strikes and you go beyond the mind into pure joy and bliss or
at the end of a song when all of the participants sit together in silence with the awareness that we are all one and all a part
of the one Creator.
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Ken Bonfield
Centered in Gloucester, MA, at the tip of Cape Ann, Ken plays his guitar in styles ranging from Baroque to Blues.
We’ve never met, but we’re e-pals (and I love language).
1. In regards to my work, I'd definitely say I fall on the transformationlist side of the equation. I'm trying to keep the traditions of
Baroque, Celtic, Romantic, and Blues music alive for current and future audiences by incorporating 'modern' techniques like altered tunings on the guitar, approaching older music with a modern, more sophisticated ear. For example; taking a piece like Little Martha and playing it in 17/8 versus 4/4, or adding minor 9's and using a lot of suspensions in a traditional piece like
Greensleeves, or playing a Bach piece with swinging eighth notes.
It's valuable to study a tradition, and challenge yourself to compose pieces that fit within the tradition. I know that when I composed Farewell that I had challenged myself to write a piece of Celtic music that would stand up to an O'Carolan harp piece. I
believe the place for tradition in any musical genre serves as establishing a foundation. If you're going to play blues you need to
learn about flatted thirds, and pentatonic scales. This foundation creates a platform that allows us to communicate with other
musicians, and at the same time helps us establish a rapport with our audience.

(re. where you see the place for tradition in American kirtan...)

When we are able to blend the traditional with the

transformed we add to the foundation and make the platform 'bigger'.

2. First off, I consider myself a composer/performer, so therefore my job is to write music. As with all jobs, it seems the more
you put in, the more you get out; this is amplified by magnitudes when you are able to do this with a joyful spirit. "This is great
fun, and people are loving it!"
I received a gift early on in my musical apprenticeship when I learned that I cannot pick up my instrument when there isn't any
feeling behind it! I don't have to feel good, and I don't have to feel bad, but I must have an emotional/spiritual relationship with
the music and the instrument I'm playing. Music is about emotion, pure emotion. It's my job as a composer and performer to
knock people off center so they can feel. Ultimately all our jobs in the arts are about helping people connect with God, whatever
we want to call that God.
That said, I also believe in the discipline piece. Playing scales, studying chordal theory, or learning pieces of music by other composers keeps me agile, fresh, and exposes me to a world of ideas from others in the tradition and allows me to be a better composer. The first thing I ask a budding composer is how many pieces they've written, and then I ask how many pieces by other
people they know. I think a 50:1 ratio is great for beginning composers. Not necessary, but great.

3. My ideal gig is almost always in some 'holy' place like a Yoga Center, Church, or somebody's living room. Although the right
setting certainly affects audiences and performers, I believe it's more about how the energy of the audience and the energy of the
performer create this magical place that is larger than the sum of the parts. I mean it's really cool stuff. You get chills, and you
may cry, or you may laugh your ass off, or you may do both. And by you, I mean both the performer and the audience.
But it
is just magical; I get chills just thinking about it.
My transcendent moments come when I 'write' a piece in one whole chunk. Literally write it as fast as you can play it. I don't
think it's even fair to call it writing or composing. It's more like channeling the music. Dreamin', Wiseman's View, Steel String
Surprise, Renaissance, Harbor Town, Farewell, and others have all been written this way, and the only way I can explain this in
words is to say "It feels like I'm dipping into the divine". For one magical moment I am truly at one with all things. It is bliss,
joy. It feels like for that moment I've become God's instrument; he/she has written the music and I'm just playing it.

Ken Bonfield
www.kenbonfield.com
35 Main St.
Gloucester, MA
978 283-1794
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Chaula Hopefisher
Chaula is an amazing musician. Actually, an amazing person. Her CD, Multi-Colored Chant is not only great kirtan, but great art.
She is based in Western MA, she teaches Yoga and conducts music writing workshops. She’s a teacher, a poet, a musician, a singer of Gods names, and she’s great.

1. I am not familiar with the terms, “ traditionalist vs. transformationalist”. We each
dance with mantra and melody in ways that our own karma dictates. I'm an American
musician steeped in the jazz and pop idioms, I can't deny my musical karma. I enjoy
playing harmonium, tamboura, mrdangam and ektar, but I doubt I play them as an
Indian musician would. I sing in a natural voice. I have avoided vibrato and the other
affectations used by western opera singers the same way I avoid copying the Asian
vocal style. I believe strongly in uncovering the natural voice.
Chanting is a spiritual practice. It is prayer. I come to my practice bathed and
changed into clean, comfortable clothing, with an empty stomach. I sing G-d's names
in a pure tone of voice. I am practical in my choice of instrumentation. What does the
occasion call for? How is my energy? Do I have a drummer? Two drummers? Are
there any other singers to respond?
Americans are hungry for chanting as they have ever been. I don't think the instrumentation or vocal / musical style is as important to them as the sincerity and skill
of the “wallah”. We each bring our unique musical and karmic fingerprint to kirtan. There is room for everyone. On [my album] MULTI-COLORED CHANT
there are chants in several languages and idioms. What is constant is my voice and the mantra. I created some rich productions I have not heard on other kirtan CDs.
That is from my own musical tradition.
2. Anything we do, daily, with devotion and discipline, over time becomes transformative. In chanting, we must become devoted to mantra and melody. For nonmusical, non-singing people, I recommend beginning with Japa meditation. The practitioner may repeat the mantra out loud or HEAR it, silently, within, counting
mala beads as they go. One should breathe AS IF one is singing or speaking the mantra. In other words, exhale slowly for the duration of the mantra or for each
sentence of a mantra if it is long. Inhale in between, as IF singing. Focus the awareness inside the body with eyes closed, gazing at the third eye.
If listening to a CD at home, use this same breathing technique. Exhaling with the melody as it is sung. Inhaling as if preparing to sing the next round. The practitioner may be drawn to develop musical and singing skills and incorporate them into daily practice. I recommend working with a skilled teacher who can help the
practitioner develop a comfortable, relaxed technique that won't get in the way of breathing and pratyahara [internal focus].
If the practitioner has musical skills, I recommend exploring whatever instrumentation he or she feels drawn to. Learn chants from the myriad recordings available.
Write his or her own. MA [The Divine Mother] respects all this hard work, but she adores you when you USE the gifts she gave you! What deeper form of devotion
IS THERE aside from honoring the creator by utilizing the gifts we have been given?
Who says spiritual practice has to be boring, or SERIOUS? The Divine Mother loves us when we sing and dance. She wants us to be joyous. GO for it!
3. When I lead kirtan, I try to be in service. In service to the people gathered, in service to the holiest of holies, in service to the music and the prayers. It is a sacred,
holy ministry and not a performance. I try to leave ego out of it and the times when I succeed are always the very best for me and for all gathered.
Many transcendent moments have occurred while serving saptah chanting retreats, over the years, at Kripalu Center. It is one of the practices we still cherish from
the old Kripalu ashram days. Saptah was passed to us by Brother Charles, a Muktananda disciple many years ago. We still come together, once a year, and chant a
very slow OM NAMAH SHIVAYA for several days running. Rotating musicians and chanters every two hours, we keep the chant alive for several days. The mantra never changes. We don't embellish, improvise or harmonize. The instrumentation remains the same for four days. We begin on the evening of December 28th
and chant until New Year's Eve. Slow and relentless, this chant brings up so much purification, such a deep entrainment, and we who have held the tradition, who
have come back over the years, year after year, deepen that entrainment with each passing retreat. When the slow chant ends on New Year's Eve, the silence is so
profound. There are no words to describe the sensation of such silence. It's the best New Year's “gig” as far as I am concerned.
There are great musical moments “on the bandstand” in kirtan as there are in other kinds of music; but I find the transcendent moments in the silence between notes
and especially in the silence AFTER the chant has ended. We close our eyes and still we hear it. It is always there for us to return to.
Chaula Hopefisher
Chaula(tm) Yoga & Music Camp
PO Box 2008
Pittsfield, MA 01202

413-637-3641 (voice/fax)
800-730-3191 (toll free in US)
hopefisher@chaula.com
www.chaula.com
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Keshav Das
Keshav Das owns a south Asian music shop in New York City, and he leads kirtan around NYC on a regular basis.

One of the nice things about Hinduism is how it expresses in so many texts the sentiment that there are as many paths to liberation (or
whatever one views as the end result of one's practice) as there are people to walk the path. It's without question a good thing that there
are folks like Krishnadas and Jai Uttal who create a kind of kirtan that is accessible for Westerners. I have played with them both and love
them immensely.
As a musician of 41 years I have always been directed towards the roots of whatever form of music I have taken interest in. I loved the
Beatles cover of "Roll Over Beethoven" but when I heard the original by Chuck Berry, I was all over hearing it by the Beatles. The same
thing happened when I went to India and heard real Indian kirtan. My thirst for the "real thing" only increased the first time I spent two
weeks playing traditional kirtan with the Benglali kirtan-wallahs up at my Guru's ashram. Several of the guys I played with were the same
ones Krishnadas learned his first kirtans from 25 years ago.
I heard the same melodies that I'd played live and recorded with Krishnadas, in their authentic, unadulterated form, and while I continued
to play with KD, and continued to love KD, I stopped listening to his CDs. Simply put, American kirtan, has a life of it's own and will
flourish. I don't listen to it. It hurts my ears. Just about everything I've heard (and I've heard a lot) sounds diluted, plastic and without
bhava. There are exceptions; Jai Uttal, whose soulfulness brings everything to life, Krishnadas (in live performance) because his heart is
huge, and a less well-known guy, named Vyasaki Das. Vyasaki Das is phenomenal and it's sad that he is not better known. I sell CDs at my
shop in New York and make it a rule to sell Indian music by actual Indians. Vyasaki Das is one of the very few exceptions I make.
The best kirtans are the ones I don't remember. I don't mean that to sound esoteric. When the kirtan is really great, it's because I am really
absorbed in singing to God. That means, I am not thinking about whether the drummer is on-time, whether my voice sounds good,
whether I'm using too much reverb on the harmonium mike etc. I'm not thinking about the person sitting in the first row who is singing
louder than me and completely out-of-tune, or the girl sitting directly in front of me with a short skirt, or the person who has decided to
bring a giant pair of brass bells to play completely out of time.
I don't think of kirtan as sadhana at all. Sometimes it feels like it when I am dragging a harmonium and sound system in and out of elevators and taxi cabs in the pouring rain, but ultimately, it's grace to be able have this beautiful gift of kirtan because it brings me together
with souls who know it to be a "communion" and one worth sharing. I don't do it every day, nor do I think of it as a discipline. Sometimes I see kirtan as a magnifying glass with which to assess where I am at. When the kirtan flows freely, without artifice and selfconsciousness, I know that I have arrived (momentarily) at one more spiritual oasis on the journey. That's the time to drink deeply.
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Siddhanta Das
There is not much to say about Siddhanta Das, he plays his kartals like there is no tomorrow, he throws his head back and shrieks to Krishna like Radha Herself.
I understand. He can be reached at 603-244-0176, or siddhantadas@msn.com

1. What is your feeling about the traditional kirtan style versus the more westernized style using Western instruments and harmonies. Are
you a traditionalist or a transformationalist and why? Where do you see the place for tradition in American kirtan? I would definitely consider myself a traditionalist, since I have an affinity for Indian harmonies and instruments. I feel much deeper sentiments of devotion listening to and participating in traditional kirtan. I believe that it is important for Westerners to develop an appreciation for Indian culture and
its wonderful music. Also, certain instruments such as the mrdanga (drum) and karatala (finger cymbals) are mentioned by the acaryas in
our line of Gaudiya Vaishnavaism as being invested with divine sound vibrations. For a total transcendental experience I strongly recommend the traditional kirtan.
2. How do you personally use kirtan, is it part of your daily practice? What type of sadhana do you recommend for folks who want to utilize
kirtan in that way? Do you focus on the "sadhana" aspect of kirtan or the "this is great fun, and people are loving it" aspect?
Kirtan is definitely one of the most spiritually uplifting and purifying practices of bhakti and is an integral part of my sadhana. In the first
stanza of his famous verse the Siksastaka, Sri Krishna Caitanya Mahaprabhu glorifies the practice of congregational chanting of the Holy
Names: Glory to the Sri-Krishna sankirtana which cleanses the heart of all the dust accumulated for years and extinguishes the fire of conditional life, of repeated
birth and death. This sankirtana movement is the prime benediction for humanity at large because it spreads the rays of the benediction moon. It is the life of all
transcendental knowledge. It increases the ocean of transcendental bliss, and it enables us to fully taste the nectar for which we are always anxious.
Just singing the mahamantra Hare Krishna Hare Krishna, Krishna Krishna Hare Hare, Hare Rama Hare Rama, Rama Rama Hare
Hare in a humble, unselfish mood of surrender to the Lord, alone or with others, alleviates suffering of attachment to this material world.
3. Can you share some of your experiences leading or chorusing kirtan? What is your ideal "gig"? What are your transcendent moments of
kirtan like? Whenever I lead a kirtan, I feel like I'm an instrument of Krishna's divine love, like a puppet on a string, fulfilling the Lord's
mission of distributing that love through the chanting of the Holy Name. When I engage in performing kirtan, I feel transcendental bliss
pervading my body and mind. All worldly thoughts fade away and I feel a strong flow of love emanating from my heart, going out to all
beings. I have enjoyed kirtans in large venues like the NYC Ratha Yatra Festival with thousands of devotees parading down 5th Avenue in
a three hour kirtan; and small living room events with the intimacy of two or three devotees; but most of all I enjoy kirtan with my spiritual
master and my dear god brothers and sisters of the Vrinda mission chanting in the presence of my favorite deities, Sri Sri Radha Gopi Vallabha.
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Kate Roper
Kate is a local kirtan walli and lover in Boston.
Her voice has the experience of bhakti and she also plays a very fine penny whistle.

1.

I love hearing about the meaning of the chants. Tradition is important, but I also think it’s important to keep “growing” traditions. In terms of instruments, wasn’t the harmonium originally
brought to India by Christian missionaries? I play the penny whistle, an instrument associated
with Irish music. But when I play it at kirtan, I play notes and octaves I never knew I could play.
I feel like Krishna comes and takes over. I like feeling that all of who I’ve been and who I’m
becoming is welcomed at kirtan. I feel like we honor the Divine by harmonizing and making
beautiful sounds together.

2.

I came to kirtan through my yoga practice, as that practice became more spiritual. The kirtan
high pulled me in, but what kept me is being able to have all my feelings while connecting to the
divine. I don’t have a daily practice yet, but the chants live in my body now and come to me
when I need them. I’m drawn to chants that relate to the multi-faceted aspects of life. After my
mother died, the chant “Jaya Mata Kali Mata, Uma Parvati Ananda Ma” really helped me make
peace with all aspects of my mother: the fierce one, the beloved consort, the patient caretaker.

3.

I love it when it’s “in the groove,” and the leader shifts quickly to another phrase, and we don’t
miss a beat. I love hosting kirtan in my home, even when it’s small. My house feels blessed for
many days; I don’t like to put the furniture back. It’s a very different energy than doing kirtan
with Jai Uttal or Krishna Das, which leaves me high for days. I love it when there’s great drumming and harmonies. There’s nothing like chanting Om and feeling that all the voices in the
room (or all who have ever chanted) are vibrating my mouth at the same time.
kateroper@aol.com, in Cambridge, MA.
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Richard Sales (Vamadeva Saraswati)

Richard has produced CDs for and toured with Shree Maa and Bhagavan Das. He has assisted with CDs for Shivarudrabalayogi, Neil Douglas Klotz (Saadi),
Choying Rinpoche, Angelika Blaine and many others. In 2001 he put out a CD of his own songs, “The Soul Is Greater Than The Hum Of Its Parts” on Glass
Wing Records. His next CD, “Crowbar of Flowers” should be out before the next yuga.
He is also a GREAT musician, yogi and guy! He’s located in British Columbia, and playing for the whole world.

You know, I feel honored and humbled by your asking me to respond to these questions. I don’t feel qualified to answer. I am only a deep
music lover who has had the very good fortune of working with Shree Maa, Bhagavan Das, Saadi
and other wonderful seekers and finders of truth and God’s Melodies. I deeply believe in the
strength, power and potential of music and I reckon that’s what’s guided me to these folks.
I’ve struggled with these answers because I question the high value placed on opinions nowadays.
But I do believe in music. I believe God lurks in great music. I don’t think I know doodly about
God, even though I’ve tried to understand Him/Her/It for a very long time. All I know is music,
and even with that I’m just scratching the surface.
But sometimes light pours out of those scratch marks. So I’ll try to answer your questions.
1. What is your feeling about the traditional kirtan style versus the more westernized style
using Western instruments and harmonies?
Most important is that the music be excellent, authentic ... and that the musicians are:
1.) Humble
2.) Not doing it to become famous or get free foot rubs
3.) REALLY lovers of God and Truth
Are you a traditionalist or a transformationalist, and why?
Same as above. I do believe that any “transformation” of ancient traditions should be done with the utmost respect and humility - and after
sincere study and experience. I think sometimes there are power struggles behind questions like this. Again, so much depends on intention and
bhava.
Where do you see the place for tradition in American kirtan?
America is a dangerous place because the ego reigns so supreme and is celebrated on every street corner, cereal package and bathroom stall. So
I worry about folks setting themselves up as gurus. So I would love to see American kirtan folks lead kirtan with Howdy Doody masks on or
something. None of should be trying to take credit for the power of the Holy Names. That’s what I worry about. When the ego is running the
show, honest sincere people will know it and go the other way. It can create stumbling blocks for them. We’ve all seen it happen.
2. How do you personally use kirtan, is it part of your daily practice?
I once told Shree Maa that I had real difficulty getting into puja and all that. She said, “Vamadeva, your music is your puja.” It’s all about
learning to love and care about something other than your self. Music does do that for me.
What type of sadhana do you recommend for folks who want to utilize kirtan in that way?
“Try to become very small”— Shree Maa once said. If people want to use kirtan with that intention, hari bol.
Do you focus on the "sadhana" aspect of kirtan or the "this is great fun, and people are loving it" aspect?
There’s nothing wrong with fun as long as it’s not at someone else's’expense and doesn’t accrue value to the fun maker. Music and loving the
Holy Ones SHOULD be fun.
3. Can you share some of your experiences leading or chorusing kirtan?
I LOVE to sing and play in Shree Maa’s band... and with Bhagavan Das. Two VERY different experiences - both wonderful. I have had some
VERY wonderful whole-being melt downs sitting behind Maa. And Bhagavan Das and I are musically tied at the roots. I LOVE the Holy
Ghost Session music we did together. I think we’re going to do some of that live soon.
Currently though, kirtan-wise, I’ve been really enjoying “Dances of Universal Peace.” It’s a wonderful, unpretentious way to love God, music and each other all at the same time. For me, it’s the most long term effective kirtan
I’ve seen... and it honors all of the holy traditions, without anyone being set up as the guru. Of course, when superhuman lighthouses like Shree Maa or Karunamayi or someone are leading kirtan, it’s a different story. But for us
Children of Hollywood, I highly recommend checking out Dances of Universal Peace. Because there’s not much
emphasis on the leader (it’s not set up in audience and stage format), the risk of ego runaway are greatly reduced.
Also, you have to look each other in the eyes as you dance and sing. It’s very humbling, and powerful.
Richard Sales (Vamadeva Saraswati)
Grafton Blueberry Farm / GlassWing Studios
2795 Grafton Avenue, Qualicum Beach, British Columbia V9K 1W8
250.752.4816
www.glasswing.com
www.sustainabilly.com
www.dancesofuniversalpeace.org (for Dances Of Universal Peace info)
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Marie-Elizabeth
Marie-Elizabeth has been leading kirtan for over 11 years and released a CD of original Sanskrit chants in 2002 called Dance of Love. She combines kirtan
with sound healing to facilitate the full and unique expression of the radiant core within each of us.

1.

What is your feeling about the traditional kirtan style versus the more westernized style using Western instruments and
harmonies? Are you a traditionalist or a transformationalist, and why? Where do you see the place for tradition in
American kirtan?

For 8 years, I chanted bhajans that I learned from Ammachi. 3 years ago, I started writing new chants. Now, I'm blending
sound healing and other instruments into my kirtans. Chanting within a tradition creates a strong foundation. Innovating
without a traditional basis is like trying to play jazz before you've learned scales! Tradition gives depth to American kirtan's
creativity. The Divine flows through each of us uniquely and desires our authentic creative expression. We support
that expression by immersing ourselves in the traditional practice until it naturally comes out transformed. I've moved from
traditionalist to transformationalist due to the deepening of the practice in my being.
2. How do you personally use kirtan, is it part of your daily practice? What type of sadhana do you recommend for folks
who want to utilize kirtan in that way? Do you focus on the "sadhana" aspect of kirtan or the "this is great fun, and people
are loving it" aspect?
It is part of my regular sadhana. I recommend to chant along with kirtan recordings and learn to play them on an instrument
if one is drawn to that. The Divine is so generous that we receive what we want from the practice. If we want fun, we get
fun. If we want deep transformation, it offers that too. If we want both, both are there. Because of my devotion to it as sadhana, it provides painful experiences that reveal my contractions as well as deep, loving and expansive joy once the heart
cracks open again.
3. Can you share some of your experiences leading or chorusing kirtan? What is your ideal "gig"? What are your transcendent moments of kirtan like?
No matter what frame of mind I go into a kirtan with, the practice itself breaks through whatever I'm holding on to and expands me. My ideal "gig" happens when people are receptive to the practice guiding us into a deeper experience of our essence. Transcendent moments happen when we're so in the chant that it's carrying all of us and the "Whenever two or more
are gathered in My name, I am there" phenomenon is supporting us in going deeper into the direct experience of that Divine
Self in each of our hearts.

Marie-Elizabeth Mundheim
Flowering Lotus Productions, LLC
50 Lexington Ave., PMB # 108
New York, NY 10010
212-995-8156
www.floweringlotus.com
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Suzin Green
Trained as a classical pianist, Suzin's musical sensibilities were profoundly touched when she discovered kirtan in 1977.
Twenty-six years later, she’s still singing the Name. Suzin can be reached at: suzingreen@mindspring.com.

1.
I once was a traditionalist, but these days, I think singing with a wide-open heart is more important than
style. I like innovation and experimentation. I think this is what keeps a tradition alive. I just think we
have to remember that kirtan is the music of Supreme Love. That it comes from an ancient lineage that
is very precious. That there is a certain bhava and rasa we have to cultivate. That the tradition is an incredible gift we’ve been given and we honor it by treating it with great love and respect, by never forgetting its roots.
2.
I like a balanced sadhana that mixes mantra repetition, chanting from text, and kirtan with silent meditation, study of sacred texts, and a willingness to laugh at the lunacies of the mind. I also bring the arts
into my practice. Seems to me, when we’re really doing sadhana, there is great joy, even on those hard
days when it might not look or feel that way. My mind may resist, but as soon as I sink down into the
cushion, everything opens and I realize I’m home.
3.
One of the most sublime kirtans I ever led happened at the Kripalu Center. The hall was packed and
people were chanting with so much love. There was tremendous shakti in the room and I was so moved,
I came down from the stage to walk among the people. I just couldn't get close enough. I wanted to
pour everything I had out into that room, to touch everyone’s heart with mine.
Another time, we held a retreat in a Catholic chapel. The acoustics were extraordinary -- it was like an
echo chamber -- and there was a magnificent larger-than-life statue of Mary at one end of the room. We
were chanting Kali Durge and the singing was so beautiful. There was something about being in this
space that was sacred to Mary, our voices joined in this Kali unison. My entire being dissolved. There
was nothing but the sweetest tenderness mixed with the most profound grief. It was as if I’d become the
heart of the Mother.
My ideal gig happens when the chanting is so sublime and the room filled with so much shakti, that by
the end of the evening, no one can move. We just sit there, wrapped in this great stillness, and I know I
have done my work well for the night.
My transcendent moments of kirtan are very simple. Complete
and total meltdown. I'm aware that I'm singing. I can feel the
shapes my mouth is making. But I am not there. There is only
light.
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Sruti Ram Baba
A longtime devotee of Neem Karoli Baba, Sruti Ram Baba has taught with Baba Ram Dass for 30 years. He has led kirtan at his home in Woodstock and in
many places around the country for three decades. Sruti Ram Baba recently traveled again to India, where he sang kirtan at sacred temples throughout Rajistan for thousands of people. His book containing many stories of his personal adventures in his search for the divine connection is forthcoming.
srutiram1008@ yahoo.com

1) I think that I am probably more of a traditionalist and partially a transformationalist. There is most definitely a place for
orthodoxy in these matters. The melodies and pronunciations have a magical effect because of their meter and vibrations. Some kirtans are actually used for specific purposes because of their effects. Generally, we sing the divine praises to
focus and transcend. Opting for westernized style and instruments changes the focus, in my opinion. The objective of enjoyment and cultural familiarity replaces the original intent. I believe that a conscious mix is very appealing to the gathering of
Westerners who come together for both reasons. My only real concern about using a totally Western modality is that the kirtan becomes a little too sing-song and the focus becomes a ego flavored attempt to make it sound pretty. Adhering to a tried
and true method that has sustained the test of centuries is most appealing to me. I do like to include some Western style kirtans along with some traditional styles in a program. I do not like to hybridize either.
2) I personally sing the Ram Nam, of names of God, daily. It is most definitely a major piece of my practice. Kirtan is the
'way' for me to transcend the mundane existence and reach the ecstasy of the divine connection. It takes me far beyond the
fun of it all. Inevitably, those who transcend to that viable connection "love it".
3) There is a major shift in my consciousness when doing the kirtan. Firstly, my attention is totally focused on a divine object
or symbol and my mind immediately becomes immersed in the potent aura of that. Secondly the vibrations of the actual
words are extremely powerful. The melding of the two becoming one has a very definite physical effect. If leading a kirtan
group, the tough part is remembering to lead the others and not just go off on my personal trip. The chorusing style helps a
great deal to make it 'us' and not exclusively solo; especially here in the west. I think the most descriptive way of describing
my personal transcendent moments in kirtan is to say that, it is a segment of time when my reality shifts to a timeless feeling
of unity with all that exists.
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Celia and Rick Chadwick
These folks lead kirtan in the Boston area and although we have not met, I think we’ve met. This is a most beautiful entry — thanks!
Please accept my greetings and respects. My name is Celia, and I offer brief answers to your questionnaire. As I am unqualified for this exposition, being a neophyte
kirtan-wallah, I ask you to please excuse any foolishness that may be given in the process. My husband Rick and I have been leading chants at various Boston area studios, private homes, and temples for a few years.
1] Both Western and Eastern instrumentation are used in our programs. Both have virtues as well as limitations...The point is to create enchanting sound. If we like it .
nine out of ten , other participants will too. Jai Uttal tells stories of a village man in Bengal sitting on the front steps and chanting full-throated while banging on a pot.
The real tradition is simply to sing with sincerity.
2] Kirtan as a personal practice assumes the presence of a responsorial group. Whether it is one or a hundred voices, there is a momentum established between caller
and congregation, a momentum that requires the wallah to open her/his heart more and more, as a child crying for its mother, For me the best example of kirtan wallah was given by my eight younger siblings. As infants, my saintly but misinformed mother relegated them to the far corner of the hallway to sleep at night., as it was
considered healthier for babies to sleep away from parents. So they wailed. I was serenaded nightly by hours of anguished vocals; you wouldn't believe the scope of
moods, velocity, and melodies they invented. It's haunted me ever since. An expert wallah has to be moment by moment improvisational., changing emphasis , melody, and even meter on a dime. You stand naked and alone, beyond theatrics because this is not from the head or the heart, this is soul . You dance with
ecstasy, you howl with sorrow, and deliver it so irresistibly that every one else present is howling and dancing too. But do understand that this pulling in of the congregation is not the end, it is a by-product of one's own eternal ongoing conversation with one's dear most Friend , who happens to be the Lord of the universe. You are
crying to your Lover, and everyone is in on the other phone. All are soon in tears. As part of a daily practice, silent chanting of the Lord's holy names , or japa, is a
requirement in the lineage I subscribe to. If it is sung, then bhajan is the form preferred as there is no responsorial. One can't really call it kirtan, or Harinam sankirtan
in its proper name , if it is a solo endeavor. This bhajan prepares one technically for the service of kirtan: you learn melodies, and "licks", how you want to design the
program, etc. But anytime one chants, there is spiritual merit accumulating. The real fruits of sadhana come from the repetition of the Names, whether sung or silent.
We focus on the sadhana aspect, I guess, as we try to offer the Lord our most cultured, exquisite vibrations possible. The fun and people loving it aspect follow naturally, yes all naturally. People like to sing, and dance. It's really nothing new; Vedic practitioners have known and practiced this Bhakti Yoga in disciplic succession for thousands of years. But one must become adept.
3] Lots of ecstatic experiences have been had, and not enough time to share them now. Briefly, it is peak for me if all participating instrumentalists are rollicking together. It's about absorption, You look around and see dear friends - all band members become dear - in bliss and producing bliss for everyone in the vicinity. What
could be better? How simple. Recently we were chosen to lead at a Sankirtan wedding. The beautiful bride and groom, circumambulating a fire sacrifice, surrounded
by familiar faces, combined with a full house of chanting chorus. I told Rick afterwards that I had achieved my desires and was ready to leave my body anytime.
Another guaranteed ecstatic event is street harinam. I was somehow included in a group of drummers and vocalists who went out on Halloween night to Salem MA.
Imagine 10,000 people in costume just looking for a party. They sprang into the kirtan group dancing and reeling with abandon for extended periods. You have to
have expert drummers for this, which by the Lord's mercy, we had. There is no doubt in one's mind that we had truly given a gift. Seven effects of sankirtan of the
Holy Name are:
1] Cleansing the mirror of the mind
2] Spreading the moonshine of auspiciousness
3] Knowledge
4] Learning submission to the will of God
5] Increasing bliss
6] Soothing
7] Gives full nectar at every step
The above list was not written by me , but it definitely expresses my realizations. It's from Sri Chaitanya Mahaprabhu, a 15th century avatar and initiator of the Bengal
sankirtan movement. Some of my heroes are; the late Sri Anandamayi Ma, His Holiness Niranjana Swami, Aindra Das, Jai Uttal, Devi Premal, Vaisaki Das.
You requested bio info, so here it is: Celia and Rick Chadwick 61 Sunnyside Ave, Arlington Ma 02474 email - the.chadwicks@rcn.comSorry no picture at this
time. . . . .
Visualize a couple of smiling, slightly emaciated old hippies.

Wynne Paris
Wynne plays his electric guitar and leads kirtan throughout the central Atlantic States. He can be reached at WynneParis@aol.com
1. I love many kinds of spiritual music, and incorporate elements from all in my normal presentation. I'm influenced by Gospel ,Rock-n-roll, Brazilian and Tibetan
shamanic music, classical Hindustani singing and playing (sarod) , American styled Kirtan (ala KD, Dave Stringer, Wah ), elements of meditation, dance therapy
and even open-mike styled participation. I also sample the saints, trigger various Bhakti sounds, drum loops and recite poetry while traditional kirtan offers us
a beautiful spiritual and musical experience, being inclusive of other traditions can often invoke resonance and ignite peoples hearts and minds in a way that is very
complementary to the Bhav. I would love to see kirtan music be offered to music lovers in a wider range of venues (not only yoga studio's, temples and ashrams
and new age/yoga conferences)
2. Kirtan is my main Sadhana but has other practices included:
- a practice of music (guitar, sarod, voc, percussion, writing, producing arranging, etc.)
-Hatha yoga (for meditation and being able physically able to sit and play for a long time)
-mystical practices and meditation (like tantra, journeying, I-ching,) for direction from the Divine
As to the "this is great fun and people of loving it" part, that is a very small part of it for me.
For every hour onstage there are countless other hours, usually alone, doing things like driving, booking engagements, rehearsing, producing cd's, etc. I try to approach it all, even the mundane parts, as part of my practice. In doing so all things have taken so much more meaning, and the highs and the lows all become one.
3. It has been nine years since I dedicated myself to becoming a spiritual troubadour. In that time I have seen the spiritual side of music move people in a wide variety of ways. At kirtans I have often seen people cry, laugh, dance ecstatically and give themselves fully to spirit. I have also seen people go through catharsis in
major and dramatic ways, including becoming extremely inspired, have profound visions and exhibit kriyas. At the same time, I have seen many people sit against
the wall and watch, fall asleep, and just walk out silently. It is always different. Usually my transcendent moments happen spontaneously but not always on
stage. On occasion I've felt filled with divine love, other times I hear musical visions that might be called the music of the spheres or of Ghandarva's or celestial
choirs. It is difficult to describe the mystery of it all.
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Peter Alexander

Peter Alexander is a tabla player and teacher extraordinaire based out of Brattleboro VT. He is also a master guitarist and singer and
has performed with many of the great players across the country.
peter_alexander@antiochne.edu (802) 380-3080
1. I like Western style, but appreciate both. It is fun to integrate familiar musical
motifs with the Indian ones, and makes the music more accessible for those not
deeply familiar with the nuances of classical style.
Peter with Ma Chetan-Jyoti

2. It used to be a daily practice. Now it is far too long between opportunities to
play and sing together. For me it is both fun and a sadhana.

3. It is vitally important to have a strong leader. With a strong leader it doesn't
even matter if people sing out of tune or can't hold a beat. But with a weak leader
no amount of talent in the congregation can save the kirtan from being dismal. Perhaps most important is a strong rhythm section. The kundalini energy is awakened through the rhythm. At the conclusion of
a chant or shabad it is delicious to have a couple of minutes of silent meditation. It is in those moments that the energy can be felt and
experienced most profoundly--like dessert after a great meal!

Joseph Getter
Joseph is a master of the venu, the South Indian bamboo flute. He travels with a custom designed case that looks like it holds a rifle, but instead there are dozens of
flutes, from piccolo to bass. He is a doctoral candidate in Indian music at Wesleyan University. He performs throughout the area. It’s always great when Joseph shows
up at one of my kirtans.

Namaste. I have had the great fortune to study south Indian classical karnatak music as a disciple of a true master of the flute, the late
Sri T. Viswanathan. My way of learning was somewhat modern and also somewhat traditional, reflecting my guru's life itself. I've encountered kirtan and other devotional music throughout India. I also perform a few other types of music, such as gamelan of Java, jazz,
and Indian film music.
If music is an ocean, I have learned but a drop of it. Music is so powerful, immediate, and abstract for me. I would classify myself as
both a traditionalist and a transformationalist. That is, I love and respect the traditions, learn as a humble student from authentic master
teachers, and continue the traditions to the extent I can; but I also wish to perform music that connects to my own experience of the
world. I believe that traditions as we know them have never been static, but rather are constantly, if slowly, changing. Likewise, the various spiritual paths have arisen to suit certain times, people, and needs. But in the end, all is one.
Any experience can reveal the divine, but as this can be difficult to realize, various techniques such as meditation, kirtan, and so on are
very useful. Sound is life for me, and the act of music-making is thus my spiritual path. One Hindu practice is to pray in the morning
while ritually bathing in a river. As part of this, one takes some water from the river and then pours it back while chanting. Similarly,
whatever I have learned I must give back to the source from which it came, through acknowledgment of
that source, and by sharing what I know.
My favorite musical experience is probably to be alone at home, singing an Indian ragam, with a drone in
the background. Not for an audience, not to show off skills. Playing in ensembles and for audiences can
also be very rewarding, especially if communication and connections occur. It is like magic. I feel that kirtan sessions are unique,
in that we sing together, and are transformed together through
the process. When this happens, it is a very special experience.
email: jgetter@wesleyan.edu
website: http://jgetter.web.wesleyan.edu
telephone: 860/685-6622
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Atmarama dasa
Atmarama dasa is an accomplished musician, who has become known for his power to
transmit bhakti (devotion) and shakti (spiritual energy). Originally from Spain, he has
resided in India for sixteen years in the sacred place of Vrindaban, where Lord Krishna
was born. His path led him to India after he became self-realized at a young age. In
this spiritual environment his sense of devotion deepened into Krishna prema, love of
God. After spending many years there studying Vedic philosophy and engaging in
devotional service he has become well situated to share this ancient knowledge and
spirit of bhakti with other spiritual seekers. He uses the universal medium of music to
connect with his audience on a soul level and guide them to a higher level of consciousness.
CD´s by Atmarama dasa: Sri Sikastakam, Radha Govinda, Vaisnavas Songs and
his latest, Sri Sri Radha Govinda Chandra. These CD´s can be found at the major yoga
centers in Manhattan, or contact Atmarama at bhaktirecords@yahoo.es
1.

Traditional kirtan, if it is made with devotion is the best. Now,
because everything originally is coming from God it should be used in His
service, which means that a kirtan can be great with different Western and
Eastern instruments if they are played with knowledge. For instance, if one
mixes African rhythms with Vedic rhythms, the whole kirtan can become a
chaos, but if the jembe can play the same rhythm as the mridanga then it is
perfect.

2.

Lord Caitanya said in Sri Siksastakam "Kirtaniya sada Hari", this
means that one should glorify God eternally. The sadhana I recommend is to
have a morning program where one can have association with Krishna devotees.
There are many temples all over the world where you can have early morning
kirtan and also kirtan again in the evening. So twice a day it is possible to
have the opportunity to perform kirtan. The singing the Holy names of the
Lord is a way to glorify Krishna. It is not to just have fun, but also the
fun is included.

3.

My life, by Srila Prabhupada's grace, is Kirtan. I can't stop to sing Govinda Jayo!
Gopala Jayo! When I lead Kirtan with devotees who are imbued with bhakti, all
the worries that could come to my mind vanish and the divine Hladhini shakti
becomes manifested in everyone's hearts filling the atmosphere with transcendental bliss. For many years I have led Kirtan in different parts of the world such as:
Moscow, London, New York, Bombay, Madrid, etc; and I have found that each of
them have their own special mellow, which is eternally fresh and unique.

Vol. 1, Issue 3
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Shubalananda
Shubal leads kirtan around the Northeast and publishes this newsletter.
You can reach him at shubalananda@aol.com, and his website is shubalananda.com.

1. The experience of kirtan is not about the form. There are secrets in the Rag and Tal of India, but they can translate into
Muddy Waters or John Coltrane and still open the doors to higher planes. Kirtan is organic and growing into the West. As
long as the musicians are educated in Rag and Tal and are of excellent quality, and as long as the leader has a strong sadhana
to back up his or her singing, a correct pronunciation of Sanskrit, and a deep musical and spiritual knowledge of Bhajan, if a
little Little Richard comes out, that’s called “roots”.
2. Kirtan is Sadhana, it is musical japa, and if it is done as a discipline, it can take you all the way. As Swami Sivananda says:
“Kirtan is singing of the Lord’s glories. The devotee is thrilled with divine emotion. He loses
himself in the love of God. He gets horripilation of the body (his hair stands on end) due to extreme love for God. He weeps in the middle when thinking of the glory of God. His voice becomes choked, and he flies into a state of divine bhava (intoxication). One can realize God
through kirtan alone. “
Kirtan is sadhana in at least three ways: concentration through the attempt to follow the leader perfectly; the vibration of the
seed syllables of Sanskrit in the body has a physiological effect on the kundalini; and the pranayama involved with singing the
phrases as well as the bellows-like effect of chorus breathing out as leader’s breathing in, and then the opposite. All three join
together to make kirtan a powerful sadhana.
3. Each kirtan is unique and beautiful, it is like the Rasa Vilola: two (or twenty) into one, all is light, and here we are.
And, as editor, I agree with everything everyone said throughout these pages...almost.

moments

Kirtan at the Shubal/Durga Mandir
(aka the living room)
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Nandana (Matt Falkowski)
Matt is a kirtan wallah in Hartford, CT, and he leads his own kirtan band, Nandana.

1. What is your feeling about the traditional kirtan style versus the more westernized style using Western
instruments and harmonies. Are you a traditionalist or a transformationalist, and why?

At some point somebody started chanting. I'm not sure what the first chant was, maybe Om, but ever since then
people have been transforming it. For myself, Kirtan is driven more by what is underneath the music rather than
what style it is. Discussing style of Kirtan seems like discussing religion, I'm right your wrong and all of a sudden the meaning is lost. I think it is inevitable that any sort of practice develops subtle changes and I also think it
is just as important to have respect for the tradition that it came from.
Where do you see the place for tradition in American kirtan?
I believe tradition is important. At the same time, and I put myself in this category, there are people out there
who are leading Kirtan without a real understanding of tradition. I have my mentors, and some people I have
learned kirtan from, and books, but where is the lineage? I am a Hatha Yoga Teacher and have been given permission to teach Hatha Yoga. As far as Kirtan, I am a guy who loves to chant and created the space for myself to
do that. It's a question I am still working with.
2. How do you personally use kirtan, is it part of your daily practice? What type of sadhana do you recommend for folks who want to utilize kirtan in that way?
For my own practice I chant whenever I am moved. While I am driving while I am working. I sometimes make a
more formal practice of it, working with a particular Mantra for a few weeks or months. It is nice to find out the
meanings and use them as affirmations. I use Mantra in meditation, and invoke a particular deity depending on
the type of energy I need.
Do you focus on the "sadhana" aspect of kirtan or the "this is great fun, and people are loving it" aspect?
One of the greatest lessons I believe I have learned from one of my teachers so far is that "sadhana" can be "great
fun". There is a different energy for myself when I am leading Kirtan in contrast to when I am chanting. I find
when I lead Kirtan, especially with a 4-piece band, I cannot allow myself to sink to deep into the experience, as
there is a need for interaction with the other musicians. At these times I think there is certainly an understanding
that people are enjoying themselves, and that is great fun. If I am leading Kirtan without the band, there is a
much greater opportunity to go deeper into my own self, and that is great fun also.
3. Can you share some of your experiences leading or chorusing kirtan? What is your ideal "gig"? What
are your transcendent moments of kirtan like?
We did Kirtan at my wife's studio and 50 people showed up. It was nice. The next month we were expecting a
huge crowd so we got a sound system and set everything up made sure things were mixed just right and then 6
people showed up. We unplugged everything, made a tight little circle and then proceeded to blow the roof off.
That was a good lesson.

http://www.samadhiyogastudio.com
matt.falkowski@snet.net
Nandana
50 Plymouth LAne
Manchester, CT 06040
860-643-9722
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Wade Imre Morissette
Vancouver, BC Canada
www.wadeimremorissette.com (currently being built)
www.shantiyoga.org -old website still working
604.733.3322
Wade is a kirtan wallah who travels the hemisphere singing to God.

1. What is your feeling about the traditional kirtan style versus the more westernized style using Western instruments and harmonies. Are you a
traditionalist or a transformationalist, and why? Where do you see the place for tradition in American kirtan?
I think in whatever form that you choose that resonates with you and helps you get into a place of devotion and prayer is what is most important. I
think there is a place for traditional kirtan and a place for westernized kirtan...every individual must choose what place works for them. I am not sure
if I am a traditionalist or transformationalist...I enjoy playing music, I love performing kirtan and I am open to however that comes out in each moment. I see a place for American kirtan where ritual and song have been lost. Whether that is in the nuclear home, your church, your yoga centre,
your wellness retreat...wherever there is an opportunity. Whether you call it American kirtan, Canadian kirtan or whatever...if it touches but one
heart...then great!
2. How do you personally use kirtan; is it part of your daily practice? What type of sadhana do you recommend for folks who want to utilize kirtan
in that way? Do you focus on the "sadhana" aspect of kirtan or the "this is great fun, and people are loving it" aspect?
Yes kirtan is part of my daily sadhana. Although the more I go out there and do kirtan evenings at different yoga centres in Vancouver, I am realizing that it is much more enjoyable to play with group energy. I mostly write music now at my home. Once the song is created...I mix it with other
local musicians and then go out and play it for the community. Interesting how we Westerners want to create categories for so many things. My
recommendation for people who want to bring kirtan into their sadhana...start with mantra as spoken word and let that evolve into music and song.
That is how it started for me. I focus on both the sadhana and the this is great fun and people are loving it. To me it is the same thing. It is a symbiotic relationships...kirtan inspires community, community comes back with a bolting response and then the chanter is inspired as well.

3. Can you share some of your experiences leading or chorusing kirtan? What is your ideal "gig"? What are your transcendent moments of kirtan
like?
Christmas 2002. I organized at community kirtan at City yoga in Vancouver. I brought in two other kirtan bands and we shared the evening. It was a
full crowd...and the setting was beautiful with the windows looking across the mountains. I ended the evening by saying that coming together and
celebrating together was what it was all about. To celebrate life in a deep personal way is one thing...to celebrate life with 100 other people at the
same time...accentuates the experience for me that much more! My ideal gig is one where I am personally able to see and learn about another part of
myself through the music and interactions. ...plus a lot of people sure helps! although I played one gig lately with a small group and it was very
intimate...I liked that too! My transcendent moments of kirtan is when I lose track of time...when I can get into a flow where I follow the music and
the audience...that is where it is at for me!
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The Nataraj is Shiva’s dance at the end of our dualistic
reality. The Gods are always trying to talk Shiva out of
the Dance, and we are praying for their success at the
moment.
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Mother, supreme Lord, the egg in which the universe dwells, utmost divine power,
teach us. Mother of the world, Queen of Queens, Goddess who has manifest bliss,
teach us, guide us, carry us through.

This is actually a Bhajan, more adjectives than kirtan,
and is a very fine heart opening melody. When you
move to the “Ma Ma Ma Ma” section, you are pleading
with the Divine mother in the way that Lisa Simpson
pleads with Marge to go to the beach, “Can we Go?”
“No.” “Can we Go?” “No.” “Can we Go?” “No.” “Can
we Go?” “No.” “Can we Go?” “No.” (3 days Later)
“Can we Go?” “Oh, Alright.”
“So we ask the Mother, “May we merge with You?”
“No!” “May we merge with You?” “No!” “May we
merge with You?” “No!” “May we merge with You?”
“No!” “May we merge with You?” “No!” “May we
merge with You?” “No!” and finally “May we merge
with You?” “Well...okay!”... just like Ramakrishna
when he hit his head on the floor and would not stop
until the Mother came, which She did at the last moment! Or how Ravana kept cutting off his heads, one at
a time, until Brahma granted his Boon, and finally
when he had only one head left, Brahma showed up.
So it’s okay to plead and beg, eventually She will give
it to you just to get rid of you.
Oh Mother, slice with Your scimitar at all
which is not me.
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As hta nga Yoga C om m u
nity
ta u
ghtb y Sr iK. Pa tta bhiJois

Govinda Kai is a passionate student/
teacher of Ashtanga Vinyasa Yoga,
and a professional photographer living in New York City. He travels the
globe to share this sacred practice
and records thousands of images
along the way. Each year he travels
to Mysore, India to practice with his
teacher, Sri K. Pattabhi Jois
(affectionately known as Guruji). Guruji’s website is www.ayri.org.
Those interested in studying with
him are encouraged to visit the site or
www.ashtanga.com.

John Campbell back bending at the
Ashtanga Yoga Nilayam in Mysore, India.

An intermediate Ashtanga class at the Puck building in NYC,
taught by Sri K. Pattabhi Jois on his recent visit.
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Just seeing a photo of a perfect asana
has it’s impact!

Sri K. Pattabhi Jois
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As k Swa niwhoeva na nda

Namaste:
I got another great idea, which is to have a question and answer column similar to dear abyss, only on more adult themes. My idea is that if anyone
has a question they would like to ask anyone, like: “Wah!, your new album Jai Jai Jai is great, but what does the title MEAN?” Or, “Hey Jai Uttal,
what’s the next CD coming out; will you do another kirtan CD?” Or even “Namaste Paramahamsa Ramakrishna, what is the easiest way to union
with God?”. I have a great private search engine called the brain, and I will use it to find, if they are not in a Himalayan cave, people, and I will get
your answers. Just email me your question at shubalananda@aol.com. This should be lots of fun. For the first time around, I will ask the questions,
as above. By the way, I wear a beautiful Onega watch I bought in New York City.
Love,
Swani (rivers) Whoevananda
Question to Wah!: “Wah!, your new album Jai Jai Jai is great, but what does it MEAN?”
Answer from Wah!:
"Jai" is a word I frequently talk about in my concerts. "Jai" is often translated in archaic texts as "victory" or "hail." The British-English translations fall short of conveying spiritual impact. "Jai," "Jaya," even the word "wah,"... these are all expressions of speechlessness.
When you cannot say anything, when the vastness of the Universe is acknowledged and bowed to, when your heart opens, when your life falls apart,
when you win a million dollars, when you turn on the TV and see disaster, when you see the most beautiful sunset ... and all you can say is "wow...."
This is "Jai." This is the opening. The album has Jai three times ~ Jai Jai Jai. There is one Jai for each realm: mortal, immortal, and divine. Jai ! ~
opening heaven, earth, and beyond. May all beings find happiness and peace. Love Wah
Question to Jai Uttal: “Hey Jai , we love your CD, Nectar, what’s the next CD coming out; will you do another kirtan CD?”
Answer from Jai: Hey there Shubal, I JUST released a double CD called : "kirtan! the art and practice of ecstatic chant"
on the sounds true label. check it out. its WAY better than nectar. love, jai
Question to Paramahamsa Ramakrishna: “What is the easiest way to union with God?”
Answer from Ramakrishna: “When you seek union with God through the path of wisdom or knowledge, it is necessary to first purify your consciousness through sadhana. But in the path of devotion, if you even once have true devotion to the lotus feet of the Lord, if you truly enjoy singing
to God with pure love, you don't even have to try to control your senses. The 6 ripus (the six ripus are: Kama - desire, Krodh - anger, Lobh - greed,
Moha - attachment, Moda - foolishness, Matsarya - jealousy) come under control of their own accord.” (from the oral translation of The Gospels of Ramakrishna from the original Bengali by Swami Satyananda Saraswati)
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Spice for Life!
This issue contains a further, deeper exploration of Ayurveda’s approach to nourishing vitality, mental equilibrium and spiritual growth, and a look at some healing and
gastronomic qualities of a spice with intriguing properties.
Recent explorations in Indian cooking have led me to begin a closer relationship with cardamom, an aromatic medicinal and culinary herb native to India that’s capable of
imparting healthful benefits and remarkable shades of flavor in both sweet and savory dishes. In this issue, we’ll continue to explore central concepts in the Ayurvedic perspective on health, food and consciousness-building based on The Complete Book of Ayurvedic Home Remedies, by Vasant Lad, and on Ayurvedic Cooking for Westerners, by Amadea Morningstar. We’ll look at cardamom through that lens, some flavor features and culinary hints, and an extraordinary dessert recipe that contains this delightful spice.
The concept of the five elements that exist within all nature – space (ether), air, fire, water, and earth – is fundamental to the Ayurvedic perspective on human health. In this
perspective, the natures of these elements make up three energetic states or “doshas” that govern the human body, mind, emotions and consciousness -- “vata”, a state that
predominantly combines the energy of air with the sphere of influence space provides, “pitta”, a state that predominantly combines the energies of fire and water, and
“kapha”, a state that predominantly combines the energies of earth and water. Everyone has all three doshas working interdependently within every cell, tissue and organ to
maintain life and health. The most prominent elements present in all the conditions at the moment of conception determine the person’s unique doshic pattern or constitutional type known as the “prakruti”. This is a lifelong constitution that governs the appearance, the physical, mental and emotional processes, and consciousness.
The prakruti typically has one prominent dosha, although a small percentage has two, and rarely all three, doshas. There are seven main constitutional types in Ayurveda:
vata; pitta; kapha; vata-pitta; pitta-kapha; kapha-vata; and vata-pitta-kapha. Those with primarily vata constitutions tend to be thin, short or tall, restless, enthusiastic,
mentally quick, forgetful and sensitive, and nibble instead of eating large meals. Medium-build pitta types are more forceful, enjoy taking the lead, and are alert, active,
intellectually inclined with an excellent memory, and surly when hungry. Kapha types have solid, ample builds, strength, endurance, are slow and steady in all ways, and
can easily skip a meal. Vasant Lad’s book provides more complete descriptions of the doshas.
In the last issue, we explored an Ayurvedic view of the benefits of eating pure, fresh, light, sattvic foods to clear ama (the toxic congestion in the physical and nonphysical
energy channels) and to begin to bring the body into balance, clear and focus the mind, harmonize the emotions, and increase consciousness. As the whole system evolves
in these ways, there’s more awareness and clarity, and more potential for conscious thought and behavior. In this state, it’s easier to observe one’s current health picture and
see which substances and experiences trigger imbalance in the mind-body system, to apply the self-esteem and determination necessary for putting knowledge and wisdom
into action, and to make moment-to-moment dietary and other lifestyle choices that respect, balance and strengthen the self and its’ constitution.
When balance exists in the human system, the doshas are in the same proportion as they were in the prakruti at the time of conception, which means, according to the
3,000-year-old writings of Ayurvedic scholar Sushruta, that there is excellent health in all bodily processes including digestion, elimination and tissue formation, and there is
a presence of bliss in the soul, senses and mind that generates understanding, compassion and love. When there is imbalance due to conditions such as stress and improper
diet, the doshic state shifts away from the prakruti into an altered psychobiological health state known as the “vikruti”, in which there are physical symptoms, improper
mental function, and negative emotions such as fear, anger and greed. More specifically, imbalanced vata can lead to fear and sadness, imbalanced pitta can give rise to
anger, criticism and jealousy, and imbalanced kapha can produce attachment, greed, lust and lethargy. The sattvic diet we explored in the last issue aids in calming the vata
mind and body, aids pitta in coping with the agitation, and aids in promoting lightness and flexibility in kapha.
An Ayurvedic practitioner looks at the stage an illness has reached and identifies useful foods and herbs for restoring balance by applying appropriate criteria for that stage.
In The Complete Book of Ayurvedic Home Remedies, Vasant Lad describes six stages of illness. In the first stage, “accumulation”, a dosha begins to accumulate in a particular place (i.e. vata in the colon, pitta in the intestines, and kapha in the stomach). In the second stage, “aggravation”, there is further accumulation in that same place and
the dosha tries to move elsewhere, especially the secondary sites of the dosha – to the ears for vata, for example. In the third stage, “spread”, the dosha begins to move from
its original place into the circulatory system. In the fourth stage, “deposition”, the aggravated dosha enters a weak or defective tissue, organ or system. In the fifth stage,
“manifestation”, signs and symptoms of a definite disease fully manifest. In the sixth stage, “cellular deformity leads to structural distortion”, and complications of other
pathology emerge.
For the first stage of an illness (accumulation), a practitioner uses “rasa”, the immediate taste in the mouth (e.g. sweet, salty, bitter) and the immediate psychological response (e.g. pleasure, relaxation, happiness, disgust, dismay) to determine whether or not a substance will produce the desired, opposite effect in the digestive system. This
practice follows the body’s natural wisdom, in which an increased dosha naturally causes the body to have cravings with an opposite quality in an effort to reduce that
dosha and restore balance. For the second stage (aggravation), a practitioner determines whether a substance is useful based on its’ “vipaka”, its’ ultimate impact on elimination and reproductive tissues system once it’s completely digested. This impact is delayed and known only by inference. Substances with a sweet vipaka calm, ground
and lubricate the system, add mass and, in moderation, don’t irritate the gut. Those with a sour vipaka stay sour after metabolism, lubricate and add moisture, and, in excess,
can cause irritation and fermentation in the gut. Those with a pungent vipaka have a drying, lightening effect and, in excess, can cause inflammation or excess heat. For
example, sweet and sour vipaka are used to increase the bulk and amount of waste products (i.e. urine, feces and sweat), whereas pungent or sour are used to decrease them;
and sweet vipaka is used to increase reproductive secretions, and sour is used to decrease them.
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For the third stage of illness (spread) a practitioner looks at a substance’s “guna”, or attribute, to determine its’ usefulness. Every food substance has a guna, which
either aggravates, calms or has a neutral effect on each of the doshas. There are twenty gunas, including qualities such as heavy, light, cold, hot, oily, dry, slow, sharp
and liquid. A food substance with a guna similar to the characteristics of a dosha tends to increase or aggravate that characteristic, and one with an opposite guna
tends to decrease or balance it. For example, a light, dry food like popcorn would tend to cause bloating in the light, dry vata, whereas a moist, warm and slightly
heavy food like rice pudding would tend to ground and benefit vata. For the fourth through sixth stages of illness, which all involve tissue metabolism, a practitioner
determines whether to use a substance based on its’ “virya”, its’ effect on digestion from the first point of contact to the point of excretion; this depends on whether it
will be warming and speed up tissue metabolism, or cooling, and slow it down.
Once the vikruti is corrected and balance is restored, one experiences more clarity and potential for conscious attunement to the seasonal and other needs the prakruti
has for keeping balanced, and to the process of choosing beneficial foods and herbs. An Ayurvedic practitioner can most accurately determine one’s constitutional
make-up based on an examination of the wrist’s pulse, but using the questionnaires and descriptions in Vasant Lad’s book will provide a good indication. Amadea
Morningstar’s book is an excellent resource for identifying foods, herbs and recipes that support and strengthen constitutional types.
Let's look at the Ayurvedic properties of cardamom. Cardamom's rasa (taste sensation) is both sweet and bitter. Its' vipaka (post-digestive effect) is sweet. Its' guna
(attribute) is light. Its' virya (effect during digestion) is cooling. Each of these properties has a particular effect on each dosha. For example, cardamom’s sweet (earthy
and watery) rasa calms vata and pitta, and increases kapha, whereas its' bitter (airy and ethery) rasa, calms kapha and pitta, and increases vata. The whole picture of
all the individual effects of cardamom's properties appears positively complex! But when considered with respect to the particulars of a given doshic imbalance and
stage of illness, the combined effect of all the properties may be put to medicinal use for purposes such as increasing cardiac tone, freshening breath, stimulating digestion in the stomach, expelling gas from the stomach and intestines and increasing the discharge of mucous from the air passages. For culinary purposes and maintaining balance in the prakruti, the Ayurvedic upshot is that the combined effect of cardamom's properties has a balancing effect to vata and kapha, and to pitta in
moderation, and thus is generally a positive dietary asset for all three doshas.
Didi Emmons, author of Vegetarian Planet, describes cardamom’s aroma as “intensely assertive, sweet, flowery and peppery all at once.” Yamuna Devi, author of The
Art of Indian Vegetarian Cooking, describes its’ flavor as “a cross between lemon zest and eucalyptus”. According to Yamuna Devi, green cardamom pods are preferable to the bleached white ones found in grocery stores because their volatile oils are more potent and aromatic. The green pods are used as a key ingredient in Vedic
sweets. The entire pod may be used to delicately flavor puddings, syrups and pilafs, but more often the seeds are taken out of the pods and ground. Green cardamom
can be found in Indian and Middle Eastern grocery stores, gourmet and specialty food shops. The seeds may be purchased in the pod, or out of the pod in either whole
or ground form. The volatile flavor in the seeds is lost rather quickly when they are ground, so for the most vibrant quality it’s best to grind them fresh, just before
use (I use a Good GripsTM peppermill, which has an adjustable fine-to-coarse-grind dial and a large, soft easily grip-able knob).
In the dormant chilly seasons there’s no better reminder of summer’s satisfying abundance than the juiciness of a tender, plump, sweet, ripe pear. The featured recipe,
Spiced Pears, uses the juice of pear and other fruit along with cardamom and coriander for poaching fresh pears. This recipe is adapted from Ayurvedic Cooking for
Westerners, where Amadea Morningstar rates each of her recipes for its overall effect on the doshas. This one is rated as sattvic, calming to pitta and kapha, and just
mildly increasing to vata.
As I’ve found with many an Indian dish, Spiced Pears is a bearer of great secrets: it feels rich, but its’ ingredients are light; its’ subtle flavor expresses several layers,
but it uses just a few simple ingredients; and it’s elegant, but inexpensive, quick, and easy to prepare. The delicate combination of sweet, spice, tang and lightness will
provide an exquisite accompaniment for many a substantial savory meal.
Spiced Pears
Prep time: 30 minutes
Servings: 6
Ingredients
1 small lemon
½ cup apple juice concentrate
½ cup water
1 teaspoon fresh ground cardamom (the seeds from about 16 green pods)
1 teaspoon ground coriander
6 ripe Bartlett pears
1 teaspoon vanilla extract
1 tablespoon maple syrup (+ or - depending on the pears’ sweetness, the lemon’s sourness, and personal taste)
fresh-toasted, slivered, blanched almonds
Directions
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

Wash and chop the lemon, remove its’ seeds and puree it in blender.
Add the apple juice concentrate, water, freshly ground cardamom and ground coriander, and blend everything just until mixed.
Put the mixture on the stovetop in a wide shallow pan and heat it on a low setting.
While the mixture heats, peel the pears and cut them in half. Remove the cores, and place them face down in the pan.
Cover the pan and simmer the pears until they’re soft, about 10-15 minutes.
Remove the pears and place them in a festive dessert dish (or place 2 halves per bowl in individual serving bowls).
On the lowest level of heat, continue cooking the mixture down for another 10 or so minutes, until it becomes thick and syrupy.
Put the vanilla on a spot in the pan away from the simmering sauce to flash-cook it and steam off the alcohol, and then mix everything together.
Add the maple syrup and mix again.
For a more liquid sauce, mix in a bit of water and heat through.
Remove the pan from the heat.
Pour the sauce over the pears.
Serve the pears either at once, or after they have cooled, sprinkled generously with toasted almond slivers.

Thanks: to Michael Dick for reviewing the accuracy of the information presented on Ayurveda – Michael is an Ayurvedic educator and consultant based in New Mexico who may be contacted at the.ayurvedist@juno.com; and to Connecticut-based fine artist Sue Ramá for designing the stunning image at the top of this article (©
Sue Ramá 2003) and for recommending the Good GripsTM peppermill – to see more of Sue Ramá’s soul-celebrating, whimisical work – including spiritual prints,
inspirational writing and children’s book illustration – visit www.suerama.com.
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Poetry Corner

poems sent in by readers across the country
Please Call Me By My True Names
By Thich Nhat Hanh
Don't say that I will depart tomorroweven today I am still arriving.
Look deeply: every second I am arriving
to be a bud on a Spring branch,
to be a tiny bird, with still-fragile wings,
learning to sing in my new nest,
to be a caterpillar in the heart of a flower,
to be a jewel hiding itself in a stone.
I still arrive,
in order to laugh and to cry,
to fear and to hope.
The rhythm of my heart
is the birth and death of all that is alive.
I am a mayfly metamorphosing
on the surface of the river.
And I am the bird
that swoops down to swallow the mayfly.
I am a frog swimming happily
in the clear water of a pond.
And I am the grass-snake
that silently feeds itself on the frog.
I am the child in Uganda, all skin and bones,
my legs as thin as bamboo sticks.
And I am the arms merchant,
selling deadly weapons to Uganda.
I am the twelve-year-old girl,
refugee on a small boat,
who throws herself into the ocean
after being raped by a sea pirate.
And I am the pirate,
my heart not yet capable of seeing and loving.
I am a member of the politburo,
with plenty of power in my hands.
And I am the man who has to pay
his "debt of blood" to my people
dying slowly in a forced-labor camp.
My joy is like Spring, so warm
it makes flowers bloom all over the Earth.
My pain is like a river of tears,
so vast it fills the four oceans.
Please call me by my true names,
so I can hear all my cries and laughter at once,
so I can see that my joy and pain are one.
Please call me by my true names,
so I can wake up
and the door of my heart
can be left open,
the door of compassion.
From Call Me By My True Names, The Collected Poems of Thich Nhat Hanh, available
from Parallax Press

Flying Blind
Flying blind, embraced by the dark,
held in the heart of God.
Light emerges in moments
when I risk myself
to following the quiet song within.
Katey Branch

blessingsto begin the journey
the ferry gently approaches
to guide us across
the healing waters
that continually flow
to and from the
***Source***
soothing all waves
of restlessness
no separation
between actions
and meditation
allow the openingexpansion of
heart and soul
aum
close to home
Eternal Beloved
you are that
which never ceases.
forever call out
thy nameblessings
----Lalana

Union
Do you have the courage
To walk in the sun,
To embrace your shadows
Like the lovers they are?
Can you trust in an unknown
That loves you beyond
compare,
And heed your inner
child need for love,
As the path that will
change the world?

Linda White Dove
10/03
http://www.
lindawhitedove.com

"Berry Benevolence"
How could I?
Why do I ever doubt
the benevolent presence of God?
Here I stand amongst brambles and berries,
red ripe ruby raspberry in hand,
two in the mouth, thousands unpicked...
awaiting my delight.
I contemplate this fickle mind of forgetfullness,
in a single moment of jubulience,
with sweet juice dribbling down my face,
I remember E-v-e-r-y-t-h-i-n-g.
These thorns and barbs are not meant
to harm, to obstruct;
they are blessings in a particular garb.
Pick wisely,
with care, with great attention,
to where you've been,
to where you're going,
to where you are,
and you shall harvest the sweetest fruit.
- Lynne Paterson

The Catfish
by Satya Moses
Cutting the water with fins of shining gold
and then he dives
the catfish,
dark pearl eyes glint under water,
scaly silver whiskers taste the current,
the catfish,
and then he dives again
deep, far,
where algae grows in emerald thickets
on the river floor.
A papery scaled pickerel darts by
under shadow of mountain and of sky,
the falling rain, the sky’s precious blue jewels
falling to earth.
Catfish and pickerel dive for cover
as heaven’s gold lightning
cuts the sky with thunder crash
and rain lash.
The sun comes out, the day is bright
but now the night approaches and the catfish dives again.
The catfish travels upstream to its sleeping place.
The catfish does not dare to travel
all the miles of the river,
high into the mountains where cold trickling streams
turn into waterfalls and flow over the cliffs.
The catfish swims up the stream.
The ducks among the reeds trying to find
their night sleeping places.
The loons come out, their black and white feathers
shimmer in the first moonlight and in the last moonlight
as the cock in the distant farms crows
a new dawn and a new morning.
And there he is splitting the water,
scales shimmering with gold and silvery light
and dark pearly eyes,
he darts among the reeds.
The catfish is he and the catfish he will be
until maybe pickerel comes again or
slow time itself takes its toll.
The catfish need not worry now
his time is far away,
so let him play with golden flash in the water
like a silver dash.

Your Name

Solstice

Bees in the clover of space.
Comfrey and clover.
I have waited until today.
A red dog intrudes.
“Casper come here!”
Meteor showers in the pre-dawn,
And now the sun is gone.
It is not night,
The clouds just came,
Secretly made a quilt for your Name.
Ravi Singh

The Winter Holiday Season is nearly upon on us.
The days grow shorter, the nights grow longer.
It's cold outside.
Getting darker each day.
This is the time to come out of the house and chant!
To kindle the inner flame till it blazes!
To become a beacon of peace,
touching everyone you meet with light and joy,
with the true spirit of this season.
This is the season of the Heart.
And chanting is the heart's great elixir.
It is truly an honor and joy to sit in the presence of all of you,
lifting and soaring, blissful and free, dissolving into the Glory
and Grace of the Name.
Suzin Green
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RadhaKrishna
Krishna loves Radha
He loves her for no reason
He just loves her,
Because the sun rises, because the earth turns,
Because the seasons wash our bodies clean,
Because our souls grow toward the One,
Krishna Loves Radha
Krishna loves Radha
From the penetrating silence of His deepest concentration,
From the center of His limitless space,
From beyond the farthest point of the universe,
Krishna loves Radha
Radha loves Krishna
She loves Him for no reason.
There is simply this knowledge
That within their union
Is the existential reality
Of each spark of life...matter and energy
That within their union
Is the secret knowledge
That possessing everything
There is nothing left to gain
There is no desire
Only the silent emerging Peace,
Only the Om of love.

Oh spacious sky
Oh spacious sky, your vastness impresses upon me the majesty of my
Creator.
You are empty and you are filled with clouds, you are the doorway
through which the sun saunters.
I recognize your essence and I am filled with warmth.
For the One Who has created both you and I, both vast and sweeping
sky and man with eternity in his chest,
The One Who has created outer splendor as a reflection of that which
casts no shadow,
This one is surely worth of the highest praise.
And though my gestures of reverence could never contain the essence
that births them,
I fly like a moth towards the sun, knowing that no artificial source
can quench the longing of my heart,
Knowing that my arrival is imminent.
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Thousand Petal Lotus
by Uriel Dana
I will wait for you on Annapurna.
Take me home to our City of Dreams.
Come for me my celestial magician,
Nothing here is what it seems.
I will listen for your mantras
That ride upon the winds
Brushing softly against my heart,
I feel my love ascend.
I will watch the skies of Annapurna
Till your thousand petal lotus descends in the night.
let us return to our home among the stars,
And let our love burn bright.
We will spread ourselves across the heavens,
Shower the skies as moonlight...
Or weave ourselves back into the universe,
And let our souls take flight.

Reflections of Mirabai
By Uriel Dana
Riding the winds of destiny
Appeared my King soon to be,
Only veils of incandescence
Separated thee from me.
The breath of Ram eternal
Flows sweet on my tongue,
Finding peace in dry-water
In the wake of mantras sung.
Existing between two kingdoms,
Accessed only by the Sun and the Moon,
Where dreams merge into a single vision
By the colours of sounds in-tune.
Seeing all that was and all to be,
My Beloved will find me soon.
In the shelter of our love He knows
My wings are strong enough for two.

Matthew

First Light
I am a doe.
I smell the fear of many
in this wooded haven
we call home.
These past few days
your thunderous bangs
and burning powder
have shattered the calm.
Now, while you dream,
I lie here in the dark,
sensing your intention
to come at dawn and take my life.

I am here:
dewy grass perfume into my nostrils;
warm balmy breath out.
I am not afraid.

In this play,
you will gaze into my tender eyes
for an eternal instant just before,
and hesitate.

In this play,
my body will die by your apparent hand.
You will tell of the killing
and eat the flesh.

That place of deepest knowing within
will recognize the oneness
emanating from an ancient awareness,
but the hunter you believe you are will pull the trigger.

In this play,
I will not resist.
I will give my life
to nourish yours and slake your desire.

You will continue to hunt,
but never again as self-assured.
And when we meet again,
killer, killing and killed will be no more.

In this play,
you will believe you are hunting.
I will not run, but even if I did,
still none of it would be our doing.

The play will be done, the curtain, gone.
The weighty garb of all who played
will crack like the shell of an egg
and release the light within.

Classified Ads
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MIRABAI DEVI
See Mirabai Devi in your town soon

Chanting, Meditation, Discourse, Darshan
For more information on Mirabai Devi, go to:
Servin gthelight.org

National Retreat April 22,23,24, 2004, Sirius Retreat
Center, Shutesbury, MA, contact 978 544 2737 or website for registration information.

Dharma Yoga Center
Kirtans:
Fridays 8:15 pm
Write for schedule
Location: 297 Third Ave. @ 23rd St.NYC NY 100010
www.dharmayogacenter.com 212.889.8160 or 212.253.1289

Kirtan-o-Rama!
Kirtan-o-Rama! is a community of those interested in attending and/or
creating gatherings for kirtan chanting and other similar spiritual practices. Most of our events (so far) are in the greater U.S. Mid-Atlantic
Region (NJ, NY, PA, DE, MD, VA), and our list is growing! Events
announced on Kirtan-o-Rama! will be based primarily in the Hindu and
Buddhist traditions, and may be connected with the loving culture of the
Pagan community. Those from all traditions are welcome to attend and to
co-create with us. Please join us! To subscribe, send a blank e-mail to
kirtanorama-subscribe@yahoogroups.com. If you have questions, contact
Robin Renée at rebr2@aol.com. Namaste!

Personal Organization Skills Consultant
Pamela Kristan
author of The Spirit of Getting Organized: 12 Skills to Find
Meaning and Power in Your Stuff, offers one-on-one consultations in organization skills, time management and budgeting that
help you build a bridge between your vision and life's everyday
details. See her Website, http://www.pamelakristan.com, for
more information, or contact Pamela directly at (617) 524-4808,
pkristan@juno.com.
Yoga for Well Being
Arden Pierce
yoga@rcn.com
Tel 413-585-8990
Po Box 396
Northampton, MA 01061

Lynne Paterson,
Certified Anusara Yoga Teacher
offers public and private/therapeutic classes,
workshops and retreats in the Pioneer Valley
lapaterson@juno.com or call #413-367-2070
for information and a 2004 schedule.
Valley Center for Bhakti-Yoga
Saturdays 6:30-8:30
-Kirtan
-Discussion on the Bhakti Sastras (scriptures
delineating the practice of bhakti-yoga)
-Free Vegetarian Feast (prasadam)
28 Myrtle St. (2nd Floor)
Northampton MA
413-586-6993 - ekd108@yahoo.com
(no programs Jan. and Feb. - We're in India!)
ENERGY MEDICINE CABINET
ARE YOU:
* Frustrated by the chemical pop-a-pill approach to illness?
* Concerned about the side effects of chemical
medicine?
* Interested in healing that addresses the symptoms AND the cause(s) of illness?
* Looking for something non-toxic, inexpensive, non-invasive, totally natural with no expiration date?
* Interested in alternatives to the way health
and health care is addressed and want an approach that supports a new way of being?
* Seeking healing that is environmentally
sound, and does not involve cruelty to animals?
Visit our site to find out more and to sample the
free featured item for December:
Depression Healing Attunement!
http://www.energymedicinecabinet.com
The next time you reach for your medicine
cabinet, think of Energy Medicine Cabinet

Dance of Love
Marie Elizabeth is a kirtan singer based in NYC.
Her CD, Dance of Love, is a diverse collection of
original devotional chants in Sanskrit. Featuring Marie
Elizabeth on lead vocals and harmonium, Girish
Gambhira on tabla, Tony Jarvis on bass, Steve Gorn
on Bansuri bamboo flutes and a jamming response
chorus of devotional friends.
Tracks: 1. Sita Ram
2. Hare Krishna Hare Ram 3. Jaya Kali Ma 4. Jai
Hanuman 5. Jai Amma Kali
6. Kali Durge 7. Govinda Gopala
8. Dance of Love

Order online at www.floweringlotus.com or
call Anusara Yoga at 888-398-9642

Sound Healing Tools for the 21st Century.
The Transition has begun! To receive higher energies
we must prepare ourselves. Sound has the ability to
change the frequency at which we vibrate at. It can
clear and balance our chakras, meridians, and other
subtle energy fields. For classes, group & individual
sessions pls contact Brenda Duzan RN, L.Ac. @ 253576-8278. Specifically calibrated tuning forks are
used along with Tibetan and Crystal singing bowls.
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Haven on the Hill Heartfelt Yoga
and Healing
10552 Kennedy Hill Road, Meadville PA,
16335 (814-336-2530)

Renewal Days
Saturday, February 14th
“Share the Day with Your Valentine”
Sunday, March 21st
“Celebrate Spring”
Saturday, May 8th
“Mother & Daughter Retreat”
Your renewal day will include yoga sessions for all levels, your choice of healing
body work including; Phoenix Rising
Yoga Therapy, Energy Healing, Massage
or Reflexology. Delicious and healthful
breakfast, lunch and snack.
Come experience a day of yoga, relaxation and healing. Enjoy our beautiful,
serene yoga room with panoramic vistas.
Discover a new sense of yourself.

Renew.

Call for more information.

Aum Ashram
CDs
Ma CJ's first Kirtan: $15.
Ma CJ's Oregon Kirtan: $20.
Books
Hardcover "Bhagavad Gita" - Gita Press (pure translation, no commentary): $10.
Paperback "Babaji and the 18 Siddha Kriya Yoga
Tradition" by M. Govindan: $27
Paperback "The Kriya Yoga Sutras of Patanjali" by M.
Govindan: $27
Pictures
Babaji. Various Deities: (full color; printed on photographic or poster bond) $10 each
Incence
Sai Baba Nag Champa: $6 for 40 gm package
" " " " $3 for 15 gm package
Malas
from $20 to $75 and up depending on type of beads
used.
(Sandalwood, Rudraksha seeds w. silver links, or
quartz crystal).
Yoga classes:
$18 for each 2 hour class (Must sign up for a full
session, from 6 - 9 wks.)
Yoga Teacher's Training
Program & Certification - Beginners Level: (4-5
months) $2000.
(Offered in Ontario).
Reiki Treatments:
$162 for 3 sessions (one hour or more each).
Reiki Courses: Level I: $162 Level II: $270 Level
III: $1800 (just for the training
which is offered in various locations: Ontario, Arizona, Central and South America.

-

AUM ASHRAM PO Box 96,-King City, ON
L7B 1A4 Canada-Phone: (905) 859. YOGA (9642)
Email: gita@primus.ca
(Canadian Dollars)
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RedBear Life Coaching
Is your life out of balance?
Not enough time for yourself?
Are you where you wanted to be in your life?
Life Coaching could help
Phone Penny 0141 646 2275 or email penny.dean@zoom.co.uk
to arrange free half hour session

Stillness in Motion Yoga

Sivananda Yoga Ranch

Jenny Lee
15 Inn St
Newburyport, MA
867-463-0804

P. O. Box #195
Budd Road
Woodbourne, NY 12788
Phone: 845. 436 6492
Fax: 845. 434 1032

Merrimac Yoga

Hidden Lotus Yoga

Cathy Ross
8 Church St
Merrimac, MA 01860

Marlboro, VT
Nickmar@vermontel.com
Ongoing classes idyllic beyond conception

CT Holistic Health Association
www.cthha.org
"Supporting a wide array of holistic practitioners, while promoting partnerships with conventional medicine, academia, industry
and government through Connecticut and beyond."

Living Yoga
613 Mt Auburn St Watertown
livingyogactr.org

MYSTERIUM
A Winter Festival of Fire and Light
Feb.20,21,22 2004
http://www.mcbridemagic.com/MAC/details.php?id=190

YogaEast
Portsmouth, NH
Astanga Yoga Style
Awakenyoga@aol.com

Spiritual and Life Counseling Services
Based in South Florida, Bhaskar brings masters' level training
in humanistic psychology and counseling techniques combined
with 30 years of
intensive spiritual practices to provide unique perspectives and
services to aspirants as they encounter bumps in their
spiritual paths. For appt/information, call 954-815-4506 or
write donmarlin@prodigy.net

Mana Yoga
Saratoga Springs, NY
mbsacredjourneys@yahoo.com
Cool town, cool people, hot energy

Facilitated Healing Yoga
Cromwell, CT
Laurie at facilitatedheal@msn.com
Also great massage therapist

Love's Thunder
Kundalini Mantras for Inspiration & Ecstasy w/Ravi Singh & Jo
Hook available 3/1/03 from White Lion Press 1.800.243.9642

Harmonium repair
Matt Taylor 603-529-0830
Free estimates

HYPNOSIS CERTIFICATION TRAINING:
Become a certified Hypnotherapist from the National Guild of
Hynotists. Four weekends, 100 hour course. Winter session
weekends are: one weekend in Janunary, two weekends in February and one weekend in March: Call 1-877-259-1616 for brochure and info.
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For Sale
Bina “Sangeet” harmonium
Perfect condition
$480 Call 978 544 2737 in MASS.

The mission of
Karuna Center
for Yoga & Healing Arts

Watering Pond Yoga
Dorothy Cochrane
Guilford, CT
Ongoing classes at all levels
Pondbower@sprintmail.com
203-458-8969
Graphic artist
For cards and fine art prints that are fresh, joyous and spiritual, including a Ganesha that everyone loves, come visit www.suerama.com.
Traveling
to Guyana or Trinidad-cheapest Airfare Contact
Dolly
718 272 8655
Come join a sacred sound and song circle-Circle of Song- Song, Chants and Dances for Ritual
and Celebration
kmarks@circleofsong.com www.circleofsong.com
For sale:
Circle of Song- Songs, Chants and Dances for Ritual
and Celebration---$24.95---- Book contains over 300
chants/songs from many traditions with words and
music; also available with companion CD $35 or CD
alone $15-- add $2. 00 postage) For more information/
orders check www.circleofsong.com

Karuna

is to create community and
promote healing through yoga
and the healing arts. We are
available to people of all ages,
abilities, ethnicities, and genders.

is located at 25
Main Street (Route
9) in Northampton,
just east of the intersection of Route
9 with Routes 5 &
10 and in the same
building as Fitzwilly's Restaurant.
Karunayoga.com
413-584-5054
Eileen Muir, Director

I apologize for unabashed nepotism in that Karuna is my home base and has, over the years, strongly supported the growth of Kirtan
in western MA. Eileen has not only been a mentor for me, but has supported many kirtan wallahs when they come through New
England. Karuna is a place where Dharma comes before materialism. I urge you all to support Karuna Yoga in Northampton.
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More Classifieds
FOR ALL YOUR REAL-ESTATE NEEDS IN
OREGON
CHANDRU NARAYAN/ REALTOR
TELEPHONE: 503-644-2560 OR 503-957-2525
email: chandru.narayan@century21.com
WHOLESALE PRICES ON SPICES/LENTILS AND
CURRY PASTES:
SPICERAMA.COM
FOR ORDERING IN QUANTITIES OVER $100.00
PLEASE CONTACT
email: chandrun@juno.com
CHANDRU NARAYAN/ 503-957-2525, 503-350-0806

Shiva Lingams for sale
a sadhu in Northern California is carving Shiva Lingams from
stone imported from India. His name is Shankarananda and you
can find his hadniwork at Om namah Shivaya!shivalingams and
rudraksha malas
http://168.150.243.85/~shankar/index.html
email www.shankar@omsoft.com

New Years Day Thursday Jan 1 2004
All Day chanting of the
108 Hanuman Chaleesa's
with Krishna Das and Friends
Ticket info: Free participation and no advance booking is
required. You may join at anytime of the day and stay as
long as you like.
Description: The Hanuman Chaleesa is a prayer of 40
versus praising Hanuman and it will be chanted together
by all participants in a group with different people
(including Krishna Das) leading the chant throughout the
day. The prayer will be chanted continuously 108 times.
8am-7pm at the Dharma Yoga Center
297 Third Ave. @23rd St. NYC 10010
www.dharmayogacenter.com
dharmayogacenter@nyc.rr.com

"Silver Linings"
Jim Hornickel
Coaching, Counseling & Mediating Positive Change
6 Gregory Lane - Florence, MA 01062
413-584-4540
jhornickel@aol.com
MA CHETAN JYOTI
Her 2 CDs ($18 each, inc S&H) available at
Box 95
Wendell, MA 01379

Kirtan Wallah, the book!
An ebook in PDF and “Word” formats
Over 60 kirtans with music notation, chords, words and translations, plus stories of saints and sinners $25
Box 95,Wendell, MA 01379, Shubalananda@aol.com

Kirtan at Integral NYC

Kirtan in Koln

WHEN: Tuesdays, 8.30 - 9.30pm (latest entry at 8.30pm
when reception closes)
WHAT: Community Kirtan
WHERE: Integral Yoga Institute of New York City, New
York 227 W 13th St (btw 7/8 Avs)
(212)929-0586 www.IntegralYogaNY.org
COST: by donation -hohhealing@earthlink.net
"Do you ever wonder why a song plays in your head over & over

Every first Sunday per month we are inviting everybody to
share our joy with kirtan. Time: 17.00 - 19.00.
Every Saturday we chant the Mahamrtyunjaya Mantra 108
times, from 18.00 - 19.00.
Satyananda Yoga Zentrum e. V.
Kunibertkloster 7 * 50668 Köln * Germany

again? This is because we naturally connectourselves to our soul(s)
through music & chanting. So come to the Community Kirtan to
experience the joy &fun in chanting & in BEING IN FUSION w/
the soul(YOGA). We invite you to bring your curiosity, & your
openness, to learn new ways of chanting, playing an
instrument & expressing yourself. Come & explore
something new."

Stress Reduction in the South of France
Le Grand Darene, Audabiac, Gard, FRANCE
8/2 - 8/10/2004Anne Soulet, a certified Yoga Therapist,
Meditation and Stress Reduction Instructor from Jon
Kabat Zinn's Team, invites you to join her in her 17th
century village of Audabiac in the South of France for a
healing retreat with daily activities such as horseback
riding, cycling, hot air ballooning, snorkeling, kayaking,
wine tasting and wilderness trekking. She will also offer a
daily hatha yoga class and a trip to the 30 feet high prehistoric menhir for a deep meditation on this powerful vortex
site.Join her in this 4th year of French immersion in

its culture and lores, and request a pamphlet giving
your postal address by writing to Asoulet@ hotmail.com or visit her website at http://www.
geocities.com/asoulet/retreat

First Night Northampton Kirtan
Wednesday, December 31, 2003
7PM-1AM

Karuna Center for Yoga
25 Main St.
3rd Floor over Fitzwilly’s Restaurant
Yoga Class
Musical Performances
Story Telling
Open Mike

Kirtan to welcome in the new year
Join Us for High Spirits and Peaceful Souls

Shree
Maa

Devi
Mandir
APOLLONIUS The Divine Magician
by Charles DiFazio
Zilch Publishing
A gripping new novel about Apollonius of Tyana - first
century miracle worker, aristocrat, controversial philosopher and spiritual preceptor to emperors and paupers
alike. His fame and following were as widespread as that
of his contemporary, Jesus of Nazareth, until the scourge
of the Emperor Constantine eradicated his legacy from the
pages of history in the third century. The stranger-thantruth life of Apollonius is once again resurrected through
the hypnotic storytelling of Charles DiFazio. Danger,
political intrigue, spiritual transcendence and adventure
leap from the pages of this extraordinary novel as the
author traces the life of Apollonius throughout his travels - from his native Greece to India, from Africa to
Rome, and throughout the expanse of the Roman Empire.
DiFazio parallels the divine life of Apollonius with the
teachings of Sathya Sai Baba, the Avatar of present-day
India. At once human and divine, Apollonius captures the
heart of the reader as he once did the hearts of kings and
plebeians long ago, and doesn't let go!

$17.95 Available through booksellers. Or write to:
zilchpublishing@aol.com

For all devotees in Northern California, we're
teaching the Chandi Path in Sanskrit word by word
every Wednesday night, and we translate from the
original Bengali Katha Amrita, The Gospel of
Shree Ramakrishna, every Saturday night.
We've got free online classes for the pujas, yajnas,
and Chandi Path at
http://www.shreemaa.org/online.htm
and we have an ongoing discussion on
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/Devi_Mandir/
We have quite a selection of complete and original
translations in Sanskrit and a number of recordings
of Shree Maa's music and chanting at
http://www.shreemaa.org/bookstore.htm
God bless you.
Shree Maa and Swami Satyananda Saraswati
Devi Mandir
5950 Highway 128
Napa, CA 94558
1-707-966-2802

NOTICE
Time and Space is a non-profit, free newsletter

available to all who have interest. We are requesting that you forward

this newslet-

ter to your address book, and invite your friends to subscribe.

You can subscribe to the newsletter by sending an email
to shubalananda@aol.com, or writing to Box 95, Wendell, MA 01379.

If this newsletter did not come directly from me

you need to subscribe.

(shubalananda@aol.com),
I’d like to send thanks to Shree Maa, my teacher and everlasting source of comfort, to beloved Mirabai Devi who moves us all so deeply, Swami Satyananda
Saraswati my spiritual friend, Sathya Sai Baba for his bhajan instruction, Karunamayi for Her love, Ram Dass for his great teaching, Neem Karoli Baba for
the great awakening, to Eileen for her great support from the beginning at Karuna Yoga, Robert, Mana, Cathy, Jennie Lee, Laurie, Jonas Zev, Dorothy, Nick,
Joel & Jodie from Kripalu, and all those who support kirtan in their community, to all the kirtan wallahs who contributed to this issue, Ma Chetan Jyoti for
Her love and support and great teachings/kirtans, Bruce and Linda for their hard work, Buddhi the cat for his unconditional love (well, conditional on a goodly
supply of food), to all my friends at Shree Maa’s ashram who support us all in ways we do not imagine, to all the folks around New England who join me in
kirtan over and over again!, my friends, Mahaveer, Wah!, KD, Bhagavan Das, Arden, my team of drummers— Istvan, Bob, Adrian, Skye, Devnath, Peter,
Russell, Jason, Naresh, kalpesh, and others. To Durga, my love/life partner and friend in the God giving God to God Seva of our lives, To all the great teachers ever, and to Krishna, Rama, Hanuman, Shiva, and to Durga, the Ishtadevata of my heart, the one and only...the story behind the story...

